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Abstract
Imaging of scaffolded DNA and DNA origami nanostructures has been dominated by atomic force
microscopy of samples immobilized on bulk substrates. Less commonly used are electron microscopy
techniques, typically carried out after negative staining of DNA structures or by using cryo‐transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Here, direct imaging of unstained DNA origami on common
electron‐transparent substrates with utilizing high angular annular dark field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF‐STEM) is reported. This approach establishes a method for depositing and imaging
intact DNA triangles with mass‐thickness contrast sufficient to measure the scaffold‐to‐scaffold distances and
the length of the triangle's seam. The signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) of the DNA supported on amorphous
carbon as a function of the carbon thickness is measured on three types of commercially available TEM grids.
This allows for edge detection of ≈1 nm height DNA triangles on carbon substrates as thick as ≈25 nm.
Observations on the effect on SNR with the imaging modes are discussed. The effect of cation concentration
used for pretreating the grid on the image resolution is also explored. This work presents proof‐of‐concept
results demonstrating that electron microscopy can be used to resolve key elements of the DNA origami
triangle without the use of staining protocols.
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Origami Triangles with Electron Microscopy” to Small Methods.
Characterization of scaffolded DNA and DNA origami nanostructures has been long
dominated by atomic force microscopy, with the majority of electron microscopy
imaging DNA origami, comprised of light elements, reporting either on the use of
negative staining agents or utilizes cryo-TEM imaging, each relying on specific
preparatory protocols and often prone to artifacts. Our manuscript describes direct
imaging of visibly intact DNA origami nanostructures with high angular annular dark
field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM). We present here
proof-of-concept results demonstrating that electron microscopy can be utilized to
resolve key elements of the DNA origami triangle, without staining or employing
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Imaging of scaffolded DNA and DNA origami nanostructures has been dominated by 
atomic force microscopy of samples immobilized on bulk substrates. Less commonly used for 
DNA imaging are electron microscopy techniques, which are typically carried out either after 
negative staining of DNA or by direct imaging using a bright field cryo-TEM. Here, direct 
imaging of unstained DNA origami nanostructures on thin electron-transparent substrates 
utilizing high angular annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-
STEM) is reported. This approach establishes a simple method for depositing and imaging  intact 
DNA triangles with mass-thickness contrast, sufficient to measure the scaffold-to-scaffold 
distances and the length of the triangle’s seam. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the DNA 
supported on amorphous carbon as a function of the carbon thickness is measured on three types 
of commercially available TEM grids to analyze the image resolution. This allows for an edge 
detection of ~1 nm height DNA triangles on carbon substrates as thick as ~25 nm. Additional 
observations on the effect on SNR with the imaging modes are discussed. The effect of cation 
concentration used for pre-treating the grid surface on the image resolution is also explored. Our 
work presents proof-of-concept results demonstrating that electron microscopy can be utilized to 
resolve key elements of the DNA origami triangle, without staining or employing exceedingly 
complicated preparation protocols.  
1. Introduction 
The use of scaffolded DNA origami shapes offers a flexible pathway for creating 
molecular building blocks with potential applications in biomedicine,[1] sensing,[2] fabrication of 
plasmonic nanostructures,[3] among others.[4] The complementarity of DNA allows the design of 
customized sequences for fabricating two- and three-dimensional nanostructures with nanometer 
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precision by molecular self-assembly.[5] These methods can be expanded to create functional 
devices similar to those achieved by top-down techniques.[6] High-resolution imaging of DNA 
and DNA-based origami nanostructure has long been dominated by atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). The resolution of the AFM imaging is influenced by the nature of the sample, the 
environmental conditions in which AFM is performed (liquid or dry medium), the mode of 
imaging (contact or non-contact) and, most importantly, the sharpness or the radius of the tip 
used for imaging.[7] Due to the curvature of the probe, the lateral resolution is lower than the 
vertical resolution. Conventional AFM tips with a radius of curvature in the ~20 nm range are 
expected to exhibit a lateral resolution on the order of 5-6 nm.[8] While state-of-the-art AFM 
instruments allow direct visualization of the scaffold, some of the drawbacks of this technique 
are associated with the to tip effects and an inherent incompatibility with concurrent localized 
analytical spectroscopy measurements. Electron microscopy (EM) imaging can potentially 
resolve sub-nanometer features of nucleic acids and provide localized chemical information by 
employing advanced analytical spectroscopy techniques, such as energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy filtering transmission 
electron microscopy (EFTEM).[9] However, EM imaging of DNA nanostructures is challenging 
due to the low contrast associated with the chemical composition and the low electron density of 
these materials. Additional challenges for both AFM and EM imaging techniques are related to 
the necessity of immobilizing DNA on ultra-flat and electron transparent substrates, respectively. 
Spreading methods have been most frequently used to adhere nucleic acids to pretreated surfaces 
for electron microscopy imaging. Divalent cation-assisted treatment of mica with magnesium 
ions was first proposed for EM characterization of DNA,[10] as a method to increase the affinity 
of the DNA molecule to the substrate, and later used by Bustamante et al.[11] for reliable AFM 
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analysis of plasmid DNA. The popularity of this method has been extended to include a variety 
of substrates[12] and additional divalent metal cations.[13]  
Direct transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of DNA is typically limited to 
either cryo-EM analysis,[14] which employs a complex preparation protocol and low dose 
imaging, or negative staining to enhance image contrast.[15] Only recently, unstained double-
stranded DNA has been successfully imaged with TEM using DNA fibers stretched between Si 
pillars.[16] In his pioneering work, Rothemund introduced the technique of DNA origami by 
using a DNA scaffold combined with short staples for creating three dimensional nanostructures 
that can reach hundreds of nanometers in size.[17] This led to an increased interest in the use of 
electron microscopy for detailed imaging of unique shapes afforded by these nanostructures. 
However, very few papers describe protocols for depositing and imaging of DNA origami 
nanostructures on electron-transparent substrates [9a, 18] without resorting to the use of cryo-EM 
or negative staining techniques. EM imaging of unstained DNA origami nanostructures is 
typically susceptible to size and shape distortion when immobilized on graphene[18a] or 
amorphous carbon[9a]. Currently, reports are lacking standardized protocols suitable for imaging 
of visibly intact DNA origami nanostructures with high angular annular dark field scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) capable of providing sufficient contrast and 
resolution to access fine details of these nanostructures, without the use of contrast-enhancing 
negative staining agents. 
Here, we present an approach to imaging of DNA origami nanostructures with electron 
microscopy while keeping the DNA structure visibly intact, without applying negative staining 
agents. Our approach utilizes positively charged divalent cations, which increases the affinity 
between the negatively charged amorphous carbon substrate and the DNA, as well as improves 
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image contrast.[8, 19] Our HAADF-STEM results are in good agreement with the shape and size 
of the designed DNA origami nanostructures and those determined by AFM.[12a] We show the 
effect of substrate thickness on the EM imaging resolution for three types of commercially 
available carbon film grids. We demonstrate that this approach to imaging DNA nanostructures 
can be used with both HAADF-STEM and conventional bright field (BF) TEM modes. We use 
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired EM images to determine the optimal conditions 
for deposition and direct visualization of DNA origami nanostructures on amorphous carbon 
supports. 
2. Results and Discussion 
Imaging of DNA origami-shaped nanostructures is typically done after allowing the DNA 
deposited from a suspension to adhere to a substrate. Amorphous carbon films can be treated 
similarly to AFM suitable substrates to promote DNA adhesion, while providing an electron 
transparent surface for EM characterization. In this work, DNA sharp-edged origami triangles 
were chosen as model system because these shapes have been extensively imaged with AFM.[12a, 
b, 17, 20] Figure 1(a) shows typical AFM images of DNA origami triangles deposited from 
TAEM-1 buffer on mica (see methods for details).  
The ultra-flatness and inherently negative surface charge of mica are well known to 
contribute to high-quality AFM images with minimal preparation protocols. Silicon substrates 
are also suitable for DNA deposition and imaging after aggressive plasma-cleaning.[21] Using the 
same DNA suspension, a weaker binding of the DNA to Si and SiO2 substrates, compared to that 
of mica, has been reported in the presence of low-ionic strength buffer (TAEM1). Enhanced 
adherence of the DNA triangles to the Si surface was observed by increasing the TAE-Mg2+ 
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buffer concentration by a factor of ~10.[12b] Figure 1(b) shows adequate adhesion of DNA 
origami nanostructures to n-type Si after depositing a suspension of DNA triangles in 10×TAE-
Mg2+ buffer on a plasma-treated Si substrate for five minutes  (see Methods for details). Such an 
adhesion is believed to be mediated by the positively charged divalent Mg2+ cations having a 
strong ionic attraction to both the partially negatively-charged substrate and the DNA.[8, 19] 
 
Figure 1. AFM images of DNA origami triangle nanostructures on (a) mica, and (b) silicon. A similar approach can 
be used for AFM imaging of DNA origami triangles deposited on thin electron transparent substrates, such as (c) 
ultrathin amorphous carbon film on a lacey carbon supported Cu TEM grid. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
Negatively charged amorphous carbon-based electron transparent substrates could also 
provide a similar active surface for immobilization of DNA via magnesium salt bridges. UV-
ozone plasma treatment was used to induce a negative charge on the surface of ultrathin (UT) 
amorphous carbon films supported by a lacey carbon film Cu TEM grid. Figure 1(c) shows 
AFM images of DNA origami triangles adhered to an UT carbon film on a lacey carbon Cu grid. 
Preparation of carbon grids and DNA deposition was carried out in a manner similar to that of 
the Si substrates, as described in the methods section. The measured roughness of mica, silicon 
and UT amorphous carbon represented by the Root Mean Square (RMS) values is shown in 
Figure S1. Discussion of substrate roughness and AFM imaging of DNA immobilized on a UT 
carbon film on a lacey carbon supported grid is presented in supporting information Figure S2. 
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Several attempts were made to improve the contrast of HAADF-STEM images of the 
DNA origami triangles. To enhance the DNA origami triangle density and contrast, a 10×TAE 
buffer with 12.5-125 mM Mg2+ was tested (buffers TAEM 1-4 as described in Methods section). 
The addition of Mg2+ cations to the suspension of DNA in the form of MgCl2 was shown to 
increase significantly the image contrast. We also found that a suspension of 10-50 ng/μL DNA 
origami triangles (13 − 67 × 108 nanostructures/μL) provided sufficient density of triangles on 
a carbon film without their overpopulating the area of the grid for EM characterization. Figure 
2(a) shows an example of a low magnification HAADF-STEM image (M = 225,000x) of a group 
of DNA triangles on the UT carbon-supported film grid (initially suspended in TAEM-2). A 
diagram of the nanostructure is presented in Figure 2(b). In Rothemund’s design, each sharp 
triangle is formed by three identical trapezoidal domains bridged by staples on their slant faces. 𝐿 
represents the major length of a trapezoid formed by 374 bp with a length of ~127 nm (assuming 
10. 6̅ bp = 3.63 nm). The width of each trapezoid (𝑡) is 𝑡 = 2ℎ + 𝑔(ℎ − 1), where ℎ is the 
number of wide helices (9 for a sharp triangle) and 𝑔 is the inter-helix gap (𝑔 ≈ 1 nm). The 
calculated width of each side of the triangle is 𝑡 = 26 nm. Based on measurement of ~100 
triangles in 5-6 STEM images, the average length 𝐿 was found to be 122.3 ± 6.1 nm, while the 
average width 𝑡 was determined at 22.2 ± 2.1 nm. The expected value for the width was 
calculated assuming the size of free DNA origami triangles in suspension, while the measured 
value corresponds to dry DNA origami triangles imaged on a carbon substrate. The lack of 
hydration is likely the source of a slight difference between the measured and calculated sizes. 
Each of the sharp DNA triangles has a loop in one of the trapezoidal domains formed by a 
portion of the scaffold not included in the triangle body.[17] Analysis of a random individual 
triangle, marked with a yellow square in Figure 2(a) and digitally zoomed and cropped is 
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presented in Figure 2(c), shows the entangled loop denoted by the red dashed circle. A higher 
magnification image (M = 450,000) of a single triangle on the UT carbon support is shown in 
Figure 2(d). Triangles were suspended in TAEM-3 buffer before deposition on the EM grid to 
provide additional Mg2+ cations. Here, fine details of the DNA origami nanostructure can be 
partially resolved, including the scaffold-to-scaffold distance and the length of the seams in the 
vertex of a triangle. Rothemund’s block diagram of the slant edge of a trapezoidal domain is 
reproduced in Figure 2(e), where the length of the seam is estimated to be 3 blocks = 10.8 nm (1 
block = 3.63 nm).  
 
Figure 2. EM imaging of unstained DNA origami triangles. (a) HAADF-STEM image of triangles on ultrathin 
amorphous carbon grids. (b) Diagram of the expected structure. (c) From the triangle marked with a yellow square 
in (a), the loop formed by the portion of the scaffold not used in the triangle design can be observed (red circle). (d) 
A single triangle can be imaged with sufficient resolution to partially resolve the helices (line 1) as well as the seam 
length on the scaffold contact along the slant edges (line 2). (e) The block diagram of a sharp triangle shows a seam 
length of 10.8 nm and a scaffold-to-scaffold distance of 2.9 nm. The intensity line profile 1 from the triangle in (d) 
is shown in (f) where the 9 helices can be identified along the side of the triangle, using Gaussian functions to model 
a mean scaffold-to-scaffold distance of ~2.6 nm. Line profile 2 in (g) shows an approximate length of seams of 11 
nm. (h) Representative 2D average from 130 triangles. Scale bar: (a) 100 nm, (c) and (d) 20 nm.  
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While direct measurement of the distance between helices cannot be realized using the 
block diagram, because each block includes the inter-helix gap, we can estimate an effective 
scaffold-to-scaffold distance as the width divided by the number of helices, i.e., 𝑡/9 (~2. 8̅ nm). 
Line 1 drawn across the width of the triangle shown in Figure 2(d) was used to gauge the 
distance between helices. An intensity line profile along this line is shown in Figure 2(f). Using 
Gaussian functions to fit the intensity of each helix, we can identify the 9 helices forming the 
short side of the triangle. The average distance between the helices for a group of 4 different 
triangles fitted with 9 peaks was found to be 2.6 ± 0.2 nm. Our fitted model is similar to the one 
reported for stained DNA monoliths,[15b] giving a close value to the expected effective width of 
double helices (~2.4 nm). [15b] The slight difference between measurements taken across the 
short side of the triangle and the expected scaffold-to-scaffold value was attributed to a decrease 
of the gap between helices, most likely caused by the dehydration during the sample preparation 
and EM imaging in the high vacuum environment of the electron microscope. The line profile 
drawn over the seam on the edge of the triangle in Figure 2(d) is presented in Figure 2(g) with a 
mean length value of 11 nm, which is in good agreement with the expected value from the block 
diagram. Several triangles were used to obtain a 2D average image from a set of 10 low 
magnification (M = 110,000) images. The class-average image was calculated from 220 
triangles classified in 10 classes (see Figure S3 for details), with the majority of triangles (130) 
falling in the single class showed in Figure 2(h). The estimated resolution in this class after 
several cycles of auto refinement in RELION-3[22] converged to a value of 7.8 nm whereas the 
Fourier Ring Correlation at a threshold of 1/7[23] resulted in a resolution of 9.7 nm (Figure 
S3(d)). In this averaged image the seams are clearly distinguishable, however the individual 
helices on the side of the triangle are not resolved. 
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One of the advantages afforded by the EM analysis of DNA origami is the 
implementation of analytical spectroscopy techniques routinely used in advanced electron 
microscopes, such as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) and energy filtering transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM). Use of 
these techniques, enables probing chemical environment of the DNA origami. An example of 
elemental mapping obtained by means of energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy is 
presented and discussed in Figure S4. 
For AFM characterization, a complete set of experimental variables is available in the 
literature describing deposition procedures and the effects of substrate, Mg2+, buffer 
concentration, incubation time, and pH exposure, among others.[1a, 12c, 20, 24] These protocols 
cannot be directly used with flexible electron transpared susbtrates without further studies. For 
example, the TAE buffer concentration plays an important role in adhesion of DNA origami 
structures to a substrate for AFM.[12b, 24b] In our experiments, modifying the TAE buffer 
concentration used in DNA suspension while keeping the rest of the  parameters the same,  did 
not seem to significantly affect the adherence of DNA to the thin carbon substrate, as shown in 
supporting Figure S5. When depositing a specimen from a suspension, we found the 
hydrophilicity of the carbon substrates played an important role in ensuring DNA adhesion. 
Supporting Figure S6 shows successful adhesion to the grids either glow-discharged or UV 
ozone plasma-cleaned, while non-hydrophilized grids showed no evidence of DNA adhesion.  
The image resolution of DNA triangles obtained using HAADF-STEM mode is directly 
affected by the thickness of the amorphous carbon substrate. Low-scattering substrates with 
minimum thickness variations are beneficial for enhancing the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). It is 
worth emphasizing, that the resolved structure of DNA origami triangle shown in Figure 2 was 
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obtained using a specimen containing a high concentration of Mg2+ in the suspension, deposited 
onto the ultrathin carbon support (< 3 nm). DNA origami triangles have a theoretical height of 2 
nm. However, variations in the height as low as ~1 nm have been reported by us[12a] and other 
groups[11a, 24a, c, 25]. The observed height difference can be associated with a number of 
experimental parameters, including imaging mode and DNA-surface interactions.[26] The 
amplitude of the signal in HAADF-STEM mode is sensitive to nanometer-level height 
fluctuations of the carbon support. We estimated the resolution of the signal by calculating the 
SNR along the DNA nanostructures. SNR can be calculated as the ratio between the signal and 
the variation in the background as follows 𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
|𝑁𝑆 − 𝑁𝐵|
𝜎𝐵⁄  where 𝑁𝑆 is the mean value of 
the signal on a short length of a triangle, while 𝑁𝐵 and 𝜎𝐵 are the mean values of the background 
noise and the standard deviation of the background near a triangle, respectively. Using a DNA 
nanostructure suspension of 25 ng/μL in TAEM-4; we can calculate the variation in the SNR for 
DNA origami triangles on different EM substrates. The effect of substrate thickness on the SNR 
is shown in Figure 3(a) for commercially available continuous carbon (CC with a nominal 
thickness of 1525 nm),[27] Figure 3(b) C-FlatTM grids (CF with a nominal thickness of <20 
nm),[28] and Figure 3(c) for ultrathin carbon film (UT) on lacey carbon supported Cu grids with 
mean thickness < 3 nm.[27] It is worth noting, that CF and UT grids are widely used in structural 
biology experiments for imaging of low-contrast materials.[29]  
Area profiles measured across sides of a triangle (marked with dashed red squares) are 
shown in Figure 3(d-f) for the three types of grids used in this study (CC, CF and UT). The 
intensity profiles for DNA origami triangles on CF and UT films show clear edge distinction 
between the carbon background and the DNA triangle (uncertainty of the edge is marked with a 
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rectangular boundary),while DNA origami triangles on the CC film exhibit a broader intensity 
signal, leading to lower  accuracy of  detection of clearly resolved edges.  
 
Figure 3. Using the same deposition conditions HAADF-STEM images of DNA triangles have more noise for (a) ~ 
15-25 nm (nominal thickness) continuous carbon film (CC) grids than for thinner carbon layers as in (b) ~ 20 nm C-
FlatTM (CF) and (c) < 3 nm ultrathin carbon film (UT) on lacey carbon-supported grid. The signal-to-noise ratio can 
be visualized by the area profile in (d-e) for the samples in red squares in (a-c), respectively. Edge detection 
(rectangular boundaries) improves as the thickness of the substrate decreases. Scale bar: 50 nm. 
The SNR calculated for N = 20 line profiles in 6 - 7 triangles is shown in Table 1. Each 
line profile had an average of 30-50 intensity values, from which the mean values of 𝑁𝑆, 𝑁𝐵 and 
𝜎𝐵 were calculated. 
Table 1. Signal-to-noise ratio for N=20 line profiles for DNA origami triangles imaged on three 
different types of amorphous carbon-based film grids. 
Type of grid Continuous carbon 
film (~15-25 nm, 
nominal thickness, as 
per the manufacturer) 
C-FlatTM (~20 nm) Ultrathin carbon 
film (< 3 nm) 
SNR 2.7 ± 1.7 3.1 ± 0.9 3.0 ± 0.8 
The large variation in nominal thickness of the CC film substrate (Figure 3(a)), makes it 
nearly impossible to make a distinction between the DNA signal and carbon background. 
Following the Rose criterion[30] where the SNR must equal five for 100 % detection of a sharp 
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object on a flat background, our results indicate that unstained DNA origami nanostructures can 
be imaged with a 60 % accuracy (SNR = 3) on substrates 3 – 20 times thicker than the DNA. 
Both CF and UT carbon film grids provided a surface suitable for reliable EM imaging of 
unstained DNA origami triangles. UT film grids offer a slightly more accurate DNA edge 
detection (less uncertainty of boundaries) without showing a significant increment in the SNR 
despise being around 7 times thinner than CF grids. We speculate the reason for this is inherent 
to the flatness of the substrate: while UT grids provide a higher signal-to-background difference 
(|𝑁𝑆 − 𝑁𝐵| value), CF provide a lower background variation (lower 𝜎𝐵). 
For semi-flat samples with continuous thickness, in conventional bright-field (BF) TEM 
the contrast of the image is related to how the sample scatters the incident electrons (diffraction 
contrast), while in HAADF-STEM the major contribution comes from the electrons scattered at 
high angles, with the intensity of the same sample sensitive to the atomic number Z and its 
thickness (the so-called Z-contrast). Figure 4(a) shows HAADF-STEM and Figure 4(b) BF-
TEM images of the same DNA triangle on the UT carbon film obtained by deposition from a 
suspension of 50 ng/μL DNA in TAEM-3.  
 
Figure 4. Unstained DNA can be imaged using (a) HAADF-STEM and (b) BF-TEM modes. The presence of Mg2+ 
provides sufficient Z-contrast to accurately distinguish the DNA nanostructures from the carbon background in (a). 
The low contrast in BF-TEM provides a high-noise signal making it difficult to resolve the DNA from the 
background. Scale bar: 20 nm. 
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Both imaging modes permit differentiation of the triangular shape of the sample from the 
background. However, the superior image contrast in HAADF-STEM, as compared to the highly 
defocused BF-TEM, is related to the higher Z-contrast of the DNA-Mg2+ triangle immobilized 
on the carbon background. The analysis of 13-16 line profiles along the short edge of triangles 
was used to calculated the mean values of SNRHAADF-STEM = 3.4 ± 0.9 and SNRBF-TEM = 0.9 ± 
0.7. Following the same criteria of SNR equal 5 for 100 % confidence, in BF-TEM mode, the 
low SNR value indicates that detection of triangles on a carbon substrate is only 20 % accurate. 
In the early years of development of DNA imaging, cation-assisted treatment of mica and 
SiO2 substrates was initially implemented to immobilize the DNA. Later experiments showed 
that cation treatment of these substrate was not strictly necessary, as long as sufficient number of 
cations was available in the buffer to fulfill both adherence and electrostatic screening needs.[31] 
The threshold of cation content needed to preserve the integrity of the DNA-shaped origami 
without significantly affecting the density of adhered DNA to a substrate, remains largely 
unknown. Notably, DNA origami nanostructures are poorly distinguishable from the carbon 
background when a final concentration of 12.5 mM magnesium acetate (or lower) is used, unless 
a large supplementary Mg2+ is added (as in buffers TAEM 2-4), which generally improves the 
image contrast of DNA in EM characterization. The results obtained with using a higher Mg2+ 
concentration buffer (not shown) suggest that, by increasing the Mg2+ concentration above 12.5 
mM, a larger number of divalent cations are available for screening the DNA nanostructure. 
This, likely, results in enhancement in the EM contrast associated with additional scattering from 
the surface-residing Mg2+. Excessive amounts of magnesium are often unwanted because these 
can produce secondary effects in biomedical applications, several attempts to stabilize the DNA 
nanostructures in Mg2+free or low Mg2+ buffers have been reported.[32] We devised a method 
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alternative to using high (~100 mM) concentrations of MgCl2 in the nanostructure suspension by 
pre-treating the surface of the negatively charged amorphous carbon with Mg2+ cations prior to 
DNA deposition, in order to enhance DNA adhesion and subsequently, contrast. We explored 
this possibility by studying the effect of cation-assisted deposition of a suspension of 10 ng/μL 
DNA origami triangles on the grids on the HAADF-STEM imaging, while keeping the Mg2+ 
concentration constant at 12.5 mM MgAc2 in the TAEM-1 buffer. We chose CF grids instead of 
UT for this part of this work due to their flatter surface, which helped us achieve  a more 
homogenous spreadability of the suspension without compromising the SNR. Without a cation 
pre-treatment step on CF grids, the DNA contrast was low. Figure 5 compares the DNA origami 
triangle STEM signal as a function of Mg2+ treatment of the grids prior to deposition. HAADF-
STEM images acquired from the CF girds subject to cationic pre-treatment with 5, 20, 50, and 
100 mM aqueous MgCl2 solution prior to DNA origami deposition are shown in Figure 5(a-d), 
respectively.  
 
Figure 5. Cationic pre-treatment of the CF grid surface with MgCl2 prior to DNA oriami deposition helps to 
improve Z-contrast. HAADF-STEM images of substrates treated with (a) 5, (b) 20, (c) 50 and (d) 100 mM of 
MgCl2. Yellow arrows in (a) point to the barely visible DNA triangles on a surface treated with 5 mM MgCl2. An 
increase in the SNR is observed for the CF grids treated with ≥20 mM MgCl2. Scale bar: 100 nm.  
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Table 2 shows the average SNR for the samples in Figure 5 plus the case in which no 
cationic treatment was used (image not shown), for N = 27 - 40 line scans over 7 - 15 triangles 
for each sample. While the exact mechanism of Mg2+ enhancement of DNA contrast in HAADF-
STEM imaging is not well understood, the SNR for each case can be used to evaluate contrast 
quality. 
Table 2. Signal-to-noise ratio calculated for N = 27-40 line scans as a function of the MgCl2 
concentration used for surface ionic treatment of the grids prior DNA deposition.  
MgCl2 0 mM 5 mM 20 mM 50 mM 100 mM 
SNR 2.0 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 0.7 3.5 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 1.0 3.4 ± 1.1 
A difference in SNR was observed for the samples in which the substrate was treated 
with Mg2+. We attribute the observed contrast enhancement to the possible following reasons: 1) 
during the cationic grid pre-treatment, cations bound to the negatively charged amorphous 
carbon substrate, form bridges between the negatively bound DNA backbone, becoming 
essentially trapped beneath the DNA origami triangle surface. These trapped cations contribute 
to a higher electron scattering density, while the surface-deposited cations not in contact with 
DNA are washed away when the grid is being rinsed; 2) mixing of the thin layer of MgCl2 
remaining after the pretreatment with the DNA origami triangle suspension deposited on carbon 
grid creates a micro-volume solution with a higher cation concentration during the incubation 
prior to the grid drying; 3) increased adhesion of DNA triangles resulting in stacking of two or 
more triangles. Minimal differences in the SNR were observed between conditions that included 
Mg2+concentrations equal or higher than 20 mM. Figure 5(d) shows some brighter triangles with 
an apparently higher contrast. However, it was observed that the presence of a relatively high 
Mg2+ concentration (100 mM), leads to the aggregation of triangles, with the higher intensity 
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signal of some triangles attibuted to stacking or distortion of several triangles. We calculated the 
density of triangles for N = 6 - 7 images within a total area of ~1 − 2 μm2, and we found that the 
density of triangles does not change considerably with the increasing MgCl2 concentrations used 
for the grid’s surface treatment. However, the number of triangles showing distortion in one of 
the trapezoidal domains, or not lying completely flat on the substrate, is higher for samples 
suspended in pre-treated grids with 100 mM MgCl2. Further details are discussed in the 
Supporting Information and presented in Table S1. 
We wish to point out that that the mechanism of contrast engancement reported here is 
different from that of commonplace negative staining. In our experiments, the contrast 
enhancement is brought about by increased cationic bridge formation and larger number of 
cations effectively trapped between the surface of the grid and DNA triandle (underneath the 
DNA triangle), while negative staining agent is deposited on over the low-contrast features of 
interest (on top of the DNA triangle). The location of “high-Z” cations, therefore, is different in 
both cases, leading to a potential interference from the surface-resisind heavier ions in the event 
analytical spectroscopy characterization is attempted.   
The effective adhesion of DNA origami triangles to pre-treated Mg2+ CF grids allows 
simple visualization of the nanostructures of interest, however it does not permit detecting fine 
details of the folded scafold presented in the high-resolution image analysis for the case of UT 
grids. We attribute the increased SNR to the enhancedment in Z-contrast brought about by a 
cation bridge formed between the negatively-charged DNA backbone, positively charged 
divalent Mg2+ cations, and negatively charged UT grid surface, effectively trapping these under 
DNA triangles. Further evidence of the Z-contrast dependence in HAADF-STEM images on 
cation adhesion is shown for CF grids pre-treated with solutions containing four different mono- 
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and divalent cations. A suspension of 10 ng/μL DNA origami triangles with 12.5 mM MgAc2 in 
the TAEM-1 buffer was deposited on pre-treated CF grids with 20 mM of the cation, as presented 
in Figure 6(a) for NaCl, Figure 6(b) for KCl, Figure 6(c) for MgCl2 and Figure 6(d) for BaCl2. 
In Figure 6,  the cations are arranged in order of increasing atomic mass, from light to heavier is 
Na < Mg < K < Ba. The calculated SNR for a set of N = 20-30 line profiles over the width of the 
triangles’ edge is shown in Table 3, lighter to heavier, monovalent to divalent.We attribute the 
lower SNR found for Na+ as well as the higher SNR found for Ba2+, to the lower and higher 
atomic numbers, respectively.  
   
Figure 6. Cation treatment of the grid surface with different cations prior to DNA nanostructure deposition. 
HAADF-STEM images of substrates treated with 20 mM of (a) NaCl, (b) KCl, (c) MgCl2 and (d) BaCl2. The 
enhanced SNR is related to the atomic number and valence of the cation used to treat the surface of the grid. Scale 
bar: 200 nm.  
 
At the same time, the enhanced image resolution of the grid pre-treated with Mg2+ in 
comparision with the heavier K+, is indicative of mono- vs. di-valence interplay and point to the 
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fact that valence of the cation contributes to the amount of “trapped” ions, and therefore, to the 
final number of cationic bridge atoms contributing to the Z-contrast. These results further 
reinforce the importance of cations for the succesful visualization of DNA and provide a visual 
que of the formation of salt bridges betwen pre-treatment cations, surface of the substrate, and 
the DNA origami. 
Table 3. Signal-to-noise ratio calculated for N = 20-30 line scans as a function of the cation used 
for surface ionic treatment of the grids prior DNA deposition.  
 
Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ba2+ 
SNR 2.1 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 1.0 3.5 ± 1.2 4.8 ± 1.5 
3. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that unstained and visibly intact triangular-shaped DNA can be 
imaged directly using advanced electron microscopy techniques. Our results showed that 
HAADF-STEM is suitable to imaging DNA origami nanostructures with spatial resolution 
adequate for detecting key nanometer-scale structural details and features of interest and also for 
gauging the stability of these nanostructures, previously only accessible by AFM. We have 
established a facile preparatory method for depositing DNA origami nanostructures on 
commercially available thin carbon-supported copper grids and demonstrated how these 
nanostructures can be visualized with high accuracy. The results and methods reported here do 
not require elaborate specimen preparation, and instead rely on the immobilization of DNA by 
ionic bridges on the surface of hydrophilized amorphous carbon films. DNA origami triangles 
with a nominal height of ~1 nm can be imaged on a variety of EM grids, having enough mass-
thickness to provide sufficient Z-contrast on substrates with a nominal thickness up to 25 nm. 
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Using the Rose criteria, with the accuracy of sample detection defined as 100 % at SNR=5, we 
observed a decrease in SNR as the substrate’s thickness increased up to 25 nm for continuous 
carbon film grids. We showed that DNA origami nanostructures can also be imaged using 
conventional BF-TEM, however the edge-detection accuracy and SNR are reduced significantly 
compared to HAADF-STEM. We discussed an approach alternative to using a high cation 
concentration in DNA suspension and showed that pre-treating the negatively charged 
amorphous carbon grids with either a mono- or a divalent cation prior to DNA origami 
deposition leads to SNR enhancement. We envision our method to be an important milestone in 
development of electron microscopy-based imaging methods toward comprehensive DNA 
origami characterization, and we expect our findings to be widely used by researchers working in 
the field of DNA characterization, offering a straightforward method to high resolution imaging 
of these nanostructures. 
4. Experimental Section  
4.1. Materials: All chemicals in this report were used without further modification, unless 
otherwise noted. Scaffolded DNA (M13mp18) was purchased from Bayou Biolabs (Metairie, 
LA). Staple oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, 
IA). Mica (Grade V) and silicon substrates were purchased from Structure Probe, Inc. and Ted 
Pella, respectively. Ultrathin carbon film on lacey carbon supported film, Cu 400 mesh (UT) and 
continuous carbon support film on Cu 400 mesh grids (CC) were purchased from Ted Pella 
(Redding, CA). C-FlatTM grids with 1.2 µm holes/1.3 µm space (CF) were purchased from 
Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA). TAE (40 mM Tris base, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM 
EDTA) buffer (50×) was purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). Magnesium 
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chloride (98 %) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Barium chloride dihydrate (>99.0%), 
potassium chloride (99.0%), and sodium chloride (>99.0%) were purchased from Fisher 
Chemical.  Ultrapure deionized water (18.2 MΩ-cm, 25 °C) was available by BarnsteadTM E-
PureTM Ultrapure Water Purification System (Thermo Scientific). 
4.2 Synthesis of triangular DNA origami nanostructures: Triangular DNA origami 
nanostructures were fabricated by annealing 160 nM staples with 16 nM scaffold DNA (10:1 
staple to scaffold) in TAE with 12.5 mM MgAc2 (pH 8.3), following Rothemund’s published 
procedure.[17] Annealing was carried out in a MiniOpticon PCR machine (Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Hercules, CA) programmed to heat the mixture to 95 °C for 5 min followed by a decrease to 30 
°C at a rate of 1 °C min−1 in 0.1 °C steps. Following annealing, the excess staples were removed 
using an Amicon Filter Device (Amicon ultra-0.5 centrifugal filter devices, 100 kDa MWCO). 
Samples were then transferred to the filter and spun at 14,000 x g for 5 min, then the filter was 
reversed, placed in a fresh tube and spun at 1,500 x g for 10 min to collect the purified DNA. 
Further analysis of DNA suspension was done by diluting the stock solution in the following 
buffers: TAEM-1 (1×TAE and 12.5 mM MgAc2), TAEM-2 (10×TAE, 0.5 mM MgAc2, 20 mM 
MgCl2), TAEM-3 (10×TAE, 1 mM MgAc2, 125 mM MgCl2), and TAEM-4 (10×TAE and 0.5 
mM MgAc2, 12.5 mM MgCl2). 
4.3 Deposition of DNA on mica and silicon: Mica substrates were prepared by cleaving 
immediately prior to DNA deposition. No further cleaning or surface modification was 
performed. On freshly cleaved mica, a 2 µL droplet of DNA origami suspension in TAEM-1 was 
incubated at room temperature for 3-5 min. The mica was then gently rinsed with deionized 
water and dried under a flow of nitrogen gas. For a silicon surface, an n-type silicon wafer was 
first cut into pieces and washed with soap water. The Si pieces were then ultrasonicated in 
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acetone, followed by isopropanol and ultrapure water bath for 10 min each. The chips were 
finally cleaned by the RCA method to remove any organic and metal contaminants.[21] For this 
cleaning, the substrates were immersed in a 5:1:1 mixture of H2O, NH4OH and H2O2 at ~80°C 
for 15-20 min. The chips were immersed in a second mixture of H2O, HCl and H2O2 at the same 
temperature for the same 15-20 min period. Afterwards, the silicon wafers were rinsed with 
deionized water and dried with nitrogen. The cleaned silicon pieces were plasma oxidized in a 
Harrick Plasma Cleaner (Ithaca, NY) for 10 min. After 2-3 min of  plasma oxidation, a 2 µL 
droplet of DNA origami (50 ng/μL) triangles suspended in 10×TAE buffer with 0.125mM 
MgAc2 and 125 mM MgCl2 was placed onto the silicon for 5 minutes with a wet Kim wipe 
placed near the substrate to reduce evaporation of the solution. The silicon substrate was then 
sequentially rinsed with ethanol/water mixtures corresponding to 90 %, 50 % and 0 % ethanol 
for 5 sec respectively,[20] followed by drying under a flow of nitrogen between each rinsing step. 
The dried mica and silicon samples were subsequently used for AFM imaging to verify the 
deposition of DNA.  
4.4 Deposition of DNA on electron transparent substrates: Electron microscopy carbon 
film grids (ultrathin, pure carbon or C-FlatTM) were placed carbon face up on a glass slide and 
plasma cleaned with UV ozone ProcleanerTM (Bioforce Nanosciences, Ames, IA, USA) for 15 
min before use, unless otherwise specified. For a typical deposition, suspensions with 50, 25 or 
10 ng/μL of DNA were used in TAEM 1-4 respectively as specified. The hydrophilized grids 
were held with the anti-capillary reverse tweezers and 1 μL of DNA origami suspension was 
placed on top. The grids were incubated in a closed petri dish for 15 minutes with a wet Kim 
wipe placed under the grids to prevent evaporation of liquid. The grids were then gently rinsed 
sequentially with 100 μL of ethanol/water mixtures at 50 % ethanol, 90 % ethanol and finally, 
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nanopure water.[20] Between each rinse, the grids were dried using a gentle flow of compressed 
air for 20-30 seconds keeping the flow tangential to the surface of the grids to avoid ripping the 
carbon film. Ethanol mixtures are commonly used to promote DNA precipitation and improve 
adhesion to the substrate.[12a, 20, 24a] In our experiments, the grids were rinsed with 50 % ethanol 
initially to avoid precipitation of salt from the buffer on the surface of the grid. For AFM 
imaging, an ultrathin carbon film on lacey carbon supported grid was incubated with 1 μL of 
DNA triangles (10 ng/μL) suspended in TAEM-1. Incubation time and rinsing conditions were 
the same as described above. 
4.5 Cation treatment of electron microscopy grids and DNA deposition: To image the 
DNA origami triangles suspended in their original TAEM-1 buffer without the addition of extra 
Mg2+ ions, C-FlatTM electron microscope carbon film grids were UV ozone cleaned for 15 min 
before use. 1 μL of NaCl, KCl, MgCl2 or BaCl2 solution in water (concentration of 5, 20, 50 and 
100 mM for MgCl2 and  20 mM for the others cations) was deposited onto the carbon face of the 
grid and left for 1 min. The excess of liquid was wicked away with lens paper until a thin liquid 
layer was observed on the grid. After that, 1 μL of DNA origami triangles (10 ng/μL) in TAEM-
1 buffer was added to the grid. The grids were incubated with the DNA origami suspension for 
15 min and rinsed as described in the previous section. 
4.6 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging: Atomic Force Microscope images of the 
DNA origami nanostructures were obtained using a Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscope 
in conjunction with a Nanoscope IV controller (Veeco Metrology, LLC, Santa Barbara, CA). 
Scanning was performed in air with tapping mode using aluminum coated Si tips 
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(HQ:NSC15/AL BS series, Micromash, Watsonville, CA) with a force constant of ~40 N/m and 
resonance frequency of ~ 325 kHz. 
4.7 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) imaging: STEM images were 
recorded using FEI Tecnai G2 F20 microscope equipped with a Tridiem Gatan image filter 
operating at 200 kV in high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM mode working with 
condenser apertures C1 = 2000 µm and C2 = 70 µm, and a camera length of 87 mm. For all the 
DNA origami triangles, conventional HAADF-STEM imaging could be performed with a spot 
size of 5-7. However, all the images reported in this paper were recorded with a spot size 5 to 
enhance the visual identification of the triangular shape. Over the duration of the experiments, no 
evidence of induced damage was identified to the nanostructures due to the electron beam. 
Energy-filtered images were acquired using a 5 mm aperture with an energy dispersion of 0.05 
eV/ch and using an exposure time of 10 seconds. Data analysis was performed using 
DigitalMicrograph® (Gatan) software (version 3.22.1461.0) and Origin® 2018. Unless specified, 
all images were enhanced by post process filtering. Background noise was reduced by applying a 
3x3 low pass filter followed by a smoothing filter to suppress the background noise and enhance 
the details in the image quality. BF-TEM in Figure 4 was collected with a spot size 3. For the 
samples with CF grid pre-treated with cations Na, K, Mg and Ba, in Figure 6, acquisition was 
done in a FEI Titan Themis Cubed operating at 200 kV and working with C1 = 2000 µm, C2 = 
50 µm, C3 = 2000 µm and a camera length of 145 mm in spot size 9 with a beam current of 100 
pA. 
4.8 Image 2D average: A set of ten images with calibrated pixel of 9.4 Å were converted 
from dm4 format to mrc using IMOD 4.8.[33] Triangles were picked from images using 
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EMAN2[34] e2boxer.py routine under Swarm mode and manually supervised for accuracy of 
selection. A total of 220 triangles were chosen. Extraction, normalization, and reference-free 2D 
class averaging were done in RELION-3.0[22] with several auto-refine iterations until estimated 
resolution converged to a minimum. The Fourier Ring Correlation was obtained in ImageJ with 
an FRC plugin.[35] 
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Imaging of Unstained DNA Origami Triangles with Electron Microscopy 
Alejandra Londono-Calderon, Md Mir Hossen, Pierre E. Palo, Lee Bendickson, Sandra Vergara, 
Marit Nilsen-Hamilton, Andrew C. Hillier and Tanya Prozorov* 
Direct imaging of visibly intact DNA origami triangles with Scanning Transmission Electron 
Microscopy is presented. DNA is deposited on commercially available electron microscopy grids 
and imaged in HAADF-STEM mode without the use of staining agent. The signal-to-noise ratio 
of the DNA triangles on an ultrathin carbon substrate is sufficient to resolve the scaffold-to-
scaffold distance in the triangle’s design.   
 
Keyword: unstained DNA origami imaging 
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